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LiveRez.com’s QuickBooks Integration Earns
Trust Accounting Compliance in North Carolina
The company‟s exclusive integration with the world‟s most trusted accounting platform was
recently certified as compliant by the North Carolina Real Estate Commission
BOISE, Id. –– LiveRez.com‟s exclusive QuickBooks integration has been evaluated by The
North Carolina Real Estate Commission (NCREC) and has been found to comply with the
provisions of the Commission's Rules and Trust Account Guidelines.
“This is exciting news for us and the many vacation rental managers in North Carolina,” said
Tracy Lotz, founder and CEO of LiveRez.com. “With this certification, managers in North
Carolina will now be able to use the world‟s most trusted accounting platform.”
According to a 2010 VRMA survey, more than 40 percent of
respondents said they used QuickBooks, making it more than
eight times more popular than the next integrated accounting
software platform. LiveRez.com‟s QuickBooks integration is
a one-of-a-kind feature in the industry as it allows vacation
rental managers to seamlessly integrate all of their accounting
data into the world‟s most popular accounting platform.
LiveRez.com, which has devoted hundreds of hours to
developing this QuickBooks integration, was informed of its
certification via e-mail on June 27.
LiveRez.com has an exclusive
integration with QuickBooks.

“I can give the compliance nod based on the 6.15 QB
(QuickBooks) file, or in other words „LiveRez, version
6.15,‟” said Emmet Wood, director of audits and investigations for the North Carolina Real
Estate Commission.
With the certification, LiveRez.com, the single largest and fasted growing vacation rental
software platform, will now be able to extend its complete web-based software services to
vacation rental managers in North Carolina.
“This certification will enable vacation rental managers in North Carolina to utilize the
accounting industry's bookkeeping standard, QuickBooks Pro,” Lotz said. “We‟re thrilled to now

be able to offer VRM's in North Carolina a complete, end-to-end solution for their trust
accounting needs.”
To learn more about LiveRez.com, please call (800) 343-2891 or visit LiveRez.com.
About LiveRez.com
LiveRez.com is a complete, online, vacation rental property management solution, focused on
making vacation rental property managers fully operational online and thereby increasing
bookings. LiveRez.com offers best-in-class rapid websites, an online booking engine, an end-toend property management system, online marketing services, and a unique “Pay-As-You-Book”
approach, which provides a mutually beneficial partnership between LiveRez.com and its
vacation rental manager partners. The company‟s main competitor is HomeAway Software for
Professionals.
To receive timely updates from the company, follow LiveRez.com on Facebook or Twitter
(@LiveRez), or visit the company‟s vacation rental software blog.
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